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LISTEN TO BECOME AN EXPERT ON
CONSUMERS WITH SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING

ASK QUESTIONS FOR INSIGHT ON DEMAND
WITH CUSTOMISED ONLINE COMMUNITIES

Our platform automates sentiment and semantic

Get closer to consumers with multilingual DIY online

analysis with the highest accuracy. The only tool that

communities. Create high engagement and open

integrates social data with survey and sales data.

dialogue for fast insight generation and co-creation.

FIND OUT MORE

FIND OUT MORE

THE MOST ACCURATE CONSUMER INSIGHT BACKED BY A.I.
Our next generation tools can be used independently or together - integrating consumer behaviour tracking and asking questions
with social media listening to drive business decisions from the complete view of the consumer.

OUR CLIENTS

‘‘

‘‘

listening247 was used by Carlsberg for a

The DigitalMR team was very helpful with the

digital campaign evaluation, in an effort to

set-up of our first client community in Lithuania

measure the success of a YouTube campaign

and quite forthcoming in providing sales

in terms of shares

material and valuable content...

Anders Nyberg

Edmundas Brazenas

International Insights Director Carlsberg

Co-founder, RTCentras
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LISTEN TO THE ONLINE CONVERSATION
TO MAKE THE UNKNOWN KNOWN
Our social media listening and analytics platform automates high precision sentiment and semantic
analysis. Get a complete view of your consumers by integrating social data with survey and sales data.

FREE TRIAL

LEARN MORE

WHAT MAKES listening247 BETTER?
®

One small deviation in accuracy can have a significant impact on business decisions
and brand performance. In separate face-offs with competing social listening tools,
listening247 came out on top.

HIGHEST
ACCURACY

ALL LANGUAGES
NO LIMIT

DETECTS
EMOTIONS

IMAGE
PROCESSING

Unmatched sentiment and

Automated analytics in any

Proprietary model with

Cutting-edge theme detection

semantic (topic) accuracy at

language, without sacrificing

14 basic emotions uncovers

adds deeper insight from all

over 80%, calculated and

accuracy, to reach customers

how they feel about you,

images in social media posts.

verified by clients and partners

across the globe.

beyond just positive and

Otherwise, two thirds of

negative sentiment.

valuable information is missed.

and also third parties.

FREE TRIAL

‘‘

listening247 was used by Carlsberg for a digital campaign evaluation, in an
effort to measure the success of a YouTube campaign in terms of shares
Anders Nyberg, International Insights Director Carlsberg

FREE TRIAL
Get access to one of our reports to better understand your brand’s online
presence, as well as example posts and recommendations, for up to five brands.

FOR AGENCIES

FREE TRIAL

FOR BRANDS

Access cost-effective digital solutions to provide

Easily and effectively monitor what is being said about

cutting-edge service to clients

your brand to respond to negative posts and leverage

Unlock a new revenue stream by easily integrating social

positive posts

listening with sales data and survey data

Accurately evaluate past and present marketing campaigns,

Deliver insight customised to deliver - from raw

and plan future campaigns with confidence

harvested data to extensive reports with conclusions

Benchmark your share of voice with competitors and uncover

and recommendations

market gaps and additional opportunities

FREE TRIAL

ASK &
LISTEN

FREE TRIAL

The only company that can integrate social listening with
asking questions and sales data in an effective way. Get the
360° full view of your consumers with our customised DIY
online communities platform communities247.

FIND OUT MORE
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GET INSIGHT ON DEMAND WITH
MULTILINGUAL ONLINE COMMUNITIES
Start an open and continuous dialogue with your consumers. Our DIY private communities use a variety
of qualitative and quantitative tools for co-creation and accurate consumer insight.

FREE TRIAL

LEARN MORE

WHY CHOOSE communities247 ?
®

In Forrester’s MROC report of the 14 market research online
community platforms, communities247 came out on top.

ALL LANGUAGES
NO LIMIT

CUSTOMISED
DIY PLATFORM

INTEGRATED
TOOLS

Choose any language to recruit and

Flexible and user-friendly with full admin

In addition to the native qualitative tools

engage customers, from anywhere in the

rights, unlimited profiles, and full branding

available such as chat groups, interactive

world, without sacrificing data accuracy.

options to easily create your own

bulletin boards, photo/video diaries and

community feel. Professional services

poll questions, you can also integrate

also available if needed.

existing surveys from any tool or survey

FREE TRIAL

‘‘

The DigitalMR team was very helpful with the set-up of our first client community
in Lithuania and quite forthcoming in providing sales material and valuable
Edmundas Brazenas, Co-founder, RTCentras

28 DAY FREE TRIAL
Create a fully customised online community with up to ten

FREE TRIAL

members and unlimited research activities.

FOR AGENCIES

FOR BRANDS

Access cost-effective digital solutions to provide

Engage in a direct and open dialogue with your

cutting-edge service to clients

consumers on an ongoing basis to allow consumers to

Improve client relationships by making them feel

drive your brand’s success

more invested

Streamline all your research activities such as bulletin

Switch from ad-hoc projects to a continuous revenue

boards and video diaries in one place

stream to guarantee your clients business every time

Inform all decisions based on your stakeholders and
key influencers

FREE TRIAL

ASK &
LISTEN

FREE TRIAL

The only company that can integrate sales data and asking
questions with social listening in an effective way. Get the
360° full view of your consumers with our automated social
listening and analytics platform listening247.

FIND OUT MORE
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